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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10073-10072
1. LITAMIL-1 LEAVING KEX1 HAVANA 12 FEBRUARY VIA CUBANA. WILL STAY AT HOTEL HILTON, ALTHOUGH GOING HAVANA RE BUSINESS WILL CONTACT RAUL ROA, PEDRO HIGET FRIETO, HECTOR ALDANA ACOSTA AND FAUSTINO PEREZ ORDER "SOUND OUT" SITUATION. DOES NOT WANT MAKE CONTACT PER REF THIS TIME. RETURNING KEX1 17 FEBRUARY AT LATEST.

2. RICARDO DE LA LORIGE SEEMINGLY CONVINDED ZAT DINNER NIGHT 10 FEBRUARY THAT CASTRO AND REGIME rapidlY BECUMING SOVIETIZED. L-1 FELT NEVERTHELESS DE LA LORIGE HOLDING BACK OP INFO FEAR CLOSE L-1 RELATIONSHIP FIDEL CASTRO STILL EFFECTIVE. DE LA LORIGE DISCUSSED "LEAK" WITH PEDRO LUIS DIAZ GREAT LENGTH, EMHASIZING DIAZ RELATIONSHIP BATISTA REVEALERS.

3. PEDRO LUIS DIAZ LANZ SENT MESSAGE L-1 VIA JULIO CESAR GONZALEZ GONZALEZ WHO HAS MIAMI 1 OUT 1 FEBRUARY. GONZALEZ STATED DIAZ PLACED COX KEX-1. GOMEZ LATER ASKED L-1 COX DIAZ MIAMI AND TELL HIM "PLACE" DISCUSSED RIAAI KEY "READY" KEX-1. L-1 CONSIDERS GONZ "CONTRABANDIST" 2 NO GOOD," DID NOT CALL. ACCORDING L-1 GUSTAVO ARCOS HANTED TAKE GONZ-EZ SIERRA LEASTRA HAVE HIM SHOT.

(SEE KEX-1 2263 (IN 36573) 2276 (IN 37047) 2333 (IN 37049) 2360 (IN 11304) RE GONZ-EZ) SUGGEST KARKLEY CHECK ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE العامة AS L-1 BELIEVES HE TRAVELS IN PRIVATE PLANES TO U.S. WITHOUT DOCS. NO RECORD KEX-1 VISA SECTION-HE-1.

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING DEPARTMENT
4. LITAINt-1 AND AGUSTIN ALDAMA ACOSTA SPENT AFTERNOON OFFICE LITAHIL-1 ON 11 FEBRUARY DISCUSSING SITUATION. L-1 SET FORTH INFO FROM DE LA LOGIE. BOTH ALDAMA AND LITAINt-1 SAID IF THEY "KNEW" FIDEL CASTRO COMMUNIST OR TAKING COUNTRY DOWN ROAD TO COMMUNISM THEY WOULD IMMEDIATELY TAKE UP ARMS TO OVERTHROW HIM.

5. ALDAMA WHO RETURNED MEXI FROM HAV1 3 FEBRUARY TOLD LITAHIL-1 THER IS NOW FRICTION BETWEEN ERNESTO "CHE" GUEVARA AND RAUL CASTRO VIEW FORKER'S DESIRE RUN SHOW IN CUBA.